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1997

A relatively recent conclusion of HK's British colonial 
phase... June 30 → July 1

This project...
...the study of HK on the verge of decolonization



The standard '1997' story

Protagonist ←→ Antagonist:
Britain Vs China

Margaret Thatcher Vs Deng Xiaoping

Omission: HK government, the everyday HK person

A historical process with a standard time line...



The standard '1997' story

Monumental story – 'their story'

purpose of the discourse...

Diagnosing political instability
to generate

Economic stability



1997 in this research

A broad range of personal sentiments...
Sentiments are attitudes of mind by common usage.

Emotions, passion...the providers of reasons leading to actions. (Hume) 

'Sentiments' is a category that lacks a sufficient language to contain.

Sentiments could be traced in narrative activities.



1997 in 'HONG KONG DIGITAL BIOGRAPHY'

'HK Digital Biography 1997'

Produced by two TV producers outside the commercial circle

For the 22nd HK International Film Festival 1998

9 works in 2 programs (5 out of 9 studied)
By 10 active members within HK's cultural arena who were NOT filmmakers

Asked to make short videos about 1997 from their own point of view



1997 in 'HONG KONG DIGITAL BIOGRAPHY'

5 to 30 minutes long

Varied style, structure and coverage of 1997

Highly personal

'shoot-on-the-run' / shoestring budgets

Common features:

Expressiveness < subdued emotions

Rational explication < ironic encoding

Dismissing the monumental by...

...highlighting the trivial, absurd, accidental and incomprehensible



1997 in 'HONG KONG DIGITAL BIOGRAPHY'

'agency of de-politicization' 

- everyday life's concern in HOEL (Luedtke 1983: 40)

Artistic evidence of the everyday whereby the affective dimensions of lived 
experiences may embody moral actions...

...short video diaries being another kind of traces of the quotidian

Poetizing articulation...

...the overall sounding effect, shape

...manner of speech, acts of concealment

...use of symbolism and metaphoric devices

...the procedural aspects > overall (summary) idea 



1997 in this research

Sentiments...

A year as a thick space-time...
space-time (Deleuze 2007, 320): 

*a sustained moment of diverse, rich sentiments

*a conceptual temporal zone that marks possibilities of 
emergence rather than a fixed physical duration

Miniatures /  Vignettes / Fragments...
Self-contained, internal organization sufficient for interpretation



My use of the organized video 'diaries'

(1) It shows how states of mind and emotions can be perceived and studied with 
the textual construct of self-made media artifacts...

(2) These videos are pictures of minds of the authors as well as 

the documentation of a mind writing revealed in a work's narrative process.

(3) These works give us glimpses of artistic human agency at work

...how an individual constructs a visual language adequate and satisfactory for 
personal articulation.

(4) The 1st-person visual narratives... self-conscious works performing ethical, 
political and social action.



A brief account on methodology:

The use of 'phenomenology' ...

*take 1997 as a phenomenon – how it has been lived, 
remembered, thought about, undermined, articulated, played off
or preserved...

*'thoughtfulness' of an individual...

Inner sense of time, event logic

Sentiments as a voice and visual structuration

The videos are the authors' phenomenological descriptions.

The videos are their praxis via language configuration.



A brief account on methodology:

The use of film theory …
(Gilles Deleuze, Walter Benjamin, Raul Ruiz)

(1) What is cinema? 

Cinema is a new form of consciousness...creating...new modes of 
attentiveness to the world by stretching our range of perceptual 
experience and cognitive activities...

(2) “Thick description”:

- spatialization of time, temporalization of space … (Deleuze)

- the optical unconscious: the 'surplus' – the camera retains more 
than what the bearer of the camera remembers (Benjamin)

- moving away from linearity as an ethical response (Ruiz)



A brief account on methodology:

The use of film theory …

(3) Narrative – basic formulation...

...the arrangement of components in a specific sequential order 
that imposes relations that amount to an argued position...

Hijacked by Hollywood: narrative = story

Trajectory? (overall shape and process of movement)



A brief account on methodology:
the intersection of phenomenology and image studies

Narrative as trajectory → facts following a 'temporal thought 
path'...

“3 + 4 = 7” is not the same as “32 – 2 = 7”
...although the final value is the same. (Blum, 4)

A phenomenological view attends to the operative process, to 
differing trains of thought over similarity in facts.

Synonyms of narrative useful for my analysis: 

Thought path, trains of thoughts, logic and structure of event 
of an individual, image transition, alternation between 
speech modes



Questions for analysis

What is it that each of the narrative makers is doing? 

What are they making intelligible and how do they make it happen? 

What fragments has each one of them positively included (absence/presence)? 

How did these authors operate on these fragments? 

Three aspects: 

1) sentiments as narratives, that is, temporal thought paths, logic of event and 
inner temporal constitution; 

2) sentiments as visualization – articulation of an inner sense of time, and range 
of perceptual and cognitive articulation;  

3) what is variant and invariant in these works against the standard 97 story –
coverage, time span, and especially visual 'surpluses'.



The 5 works studies...
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The Unforgettables
(aka 97 Tons of Memories)

...the only one of the 5 diaries that deploys images of the evening of the 
handover ceremony on June 30, 1997 as the only visual material for 
the whole work

The whole work can be described as a 15-minute prolonged montage 
sequence. The cut between images serves no purpose of continuity 
but, rather, isolates each image into a photographic surface pregnant 
with desperation that finds no precise translation into words. 

Almost like still pictures, the image discourse preserves for us miniature 
sets that at once gaze at the spot-lit center stage of the drama of the 
farewell-exit of the British administration and spill over to street 
corners where self-made venues are in fact counter-celebrations in 
the form of protest, demonstration, aimless hanging out and playful 
subversion.



The Unforgettables
(aka 97 Tons of Memories)









The Unforgettables
(aka 97 Tons of Memories)

The Unforgettables is one big event about exit and arrival 

– a relentless exit (of British administrative, military and naval 
personnel) with a pointed arrival (of the Chinese PLA) thickened by 
ordinary people on the street who do not fit into any categorization. 

Judging from the piece's narrative closure, the work is a lingering, heavy 
exit of colonial power with an absent take-over. No great speeches. 
No Chinese leaders. No swear-in ceremony.



Moving Home
(aka Why do I always forgot to start my video camera on important 

occasions)

No stock image of the June 30 handover ceremony...

(VO) “...I had my camera on, but I had captured no images of Chris 
Patten in tears, Tung Chee-hwa swearing in to office... The only shots 
we had were the silly faces of friends... We didn't even record the 
alternative ceremony of democratic camp and their leader Martin Lee.”



Moving Home
(aka Why do I always forgot to start my video camera on important 

occasions)



Moving Home
(aka Why do I always forgot to start my video camera on important occasions)

Logic of inclusion-exclusion...

9 events + 3 poems + 2 segments on theory-making

The whole work is one big event about retreating, or withdrawal by 
choice



People / In Searching / 1997

People / In Searching / 1997 is about possible stories, the potentiality of 
narratives. 

Bilateral narrative structure -

calls attention to the gap between image and sound. 

Yet it is not true that nothing happened, nor is the work meant to be 
made absent. Talking is making. The conversations were speech acts of 
a clearly defined work executed in a temporal thought path rich in 
arguments, descriptions, comparison, justification and hypothetical 
thinking.



Fuss Fuss 1997

The two authors, one comics artist, the other daily press contributor, turn 
the heavy political atmosphere into a light-hearted action research with a 
casual camera begging quick answers to a quick question on the street 
as they repeated the question to people they picked up, “What is your 
view on 1997?”

Fuss Fuss reminds everyone who owns a basic history of the 
documentary the work of French anthropologist/filmmaker Jean Rouch –
Chronique d'un été (Chronicle of a Summer) published in 1961. 



Hands over Belly Button

The 'we' subsides to 'I'...

“1997 is like a belly button” -
“A belly button is something that has always been there. But unless you 
pull up your clothes to look at it, you're more likely to forget about its 
existence.”

This is not a comment about 1997’s insignificance, but a proactive, 
forceful negation, a climatic point of breakdown of all sensible
communication. 



Summing Up...

The five video diaries together form a cluster of contrasted soundings and 
diverse forms of place-making and self-making, each driven by a different 
state of mind.

These video diaries deliver no cliche recollection, nor forced expectation. 

As texts of enactment and performative actions in a contingent moment of 
political upheaval and social instability, they were driven by sentiments of 
refusal, a divorce from a notion of time that is about progress, about forward 
motion.

Their moral actions took the form of negation.

Dissolved linearity of time.

Asserted realism of space and place. 



Summing Up...

The cyclic structure of narrative time in all five works, i. e. dissolved linearity, 
pushes narration over the threshold to pure description, favoring a present-
ness of experience.

--> 1997 is not a transition, nor a threshold, but a temporal structure with many 
voices, a broad range of sentiments in carefully rendered temporal paths of 
thoughts of rich perceptual details.



Summing Up...

The production of the HK Digital Biography 1997 program coincided with the rise 
of the independent short film and video as a prominent practice...

The end of the story of HK Digital Biography 1997 is also the beginning of the 
next and a connected story – that of the role of short film/video, its final 
naturalization in the local independent film making and exhibition practice, 
and its potential, sustained contribution to the history of everyday life which is 
yet to be verified.



The surplus

The importance of the 'provisions' that define the 
significance of these highly personal video 
works...

More analysis required on the photographic 
surpluses...


